From PhD to ???

What to Do Now to Get Set for What's Next
1. Broaden knowledge of career options
2. Clarify strengths, skills, interests etc.
3. Connect your PhD to different careers
4. What are your next steps?
Assumptions

Valued
Impact
Supported

Respected
Learn
Compensated

Contribution
Challenged
Mission
1 What's Possible?
122 jobs!
And PhD supervisors play a key role here too!
Who Are You at Your Best?
When do you feel most engaged or energized?

Note: Be specific!
Unlike my labmates, I go out of my way to mentor undergrads. My favourite is when...

I also helped my PI set up a Twitter account for the lab. That was really fun!
Plus values, priorities, strengths, interests, skills, and knowledge

(You don't have to use spreadsheets)
3 Connecting Your PhD to Jobs
This is you

These are jobs you're interested in
What did you come up with?

(shout-out to this weird graphic!)
4 Your Own Next Steps
What do you need to do next?
Thank you!
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